Abstract

This paper presents the idea that using computers to simulate complex virtual environments can give rise to artificial consciousness within those environments. Currently, limitations in creating artificial consciousness may be imposed by material compounds that enable the transmission of signals through artificial systems such as robots. Virtual environments, on the other hand, provide the necessary tools for surpassing such limitations. I also argue that using virtual reality tools to enable complex interaction between humans and AI (artificial intelligence) within virtual environments is the most reasonable way to obtain artificial consciousness by appealing to the nature of human bias.
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I. Introduction

Before reading further on, the reader must understand what this article is and what it is not. Let us start by saying what it is not, so that I can eliminate any bias towards the ideas that will follow later in the paper. I shall even dare to postulate from the beginning that consciousness is information processing given the fact that I adopt the computationalist perspective on what is known as cognition.¹

This is not a philosophical paper. Even though it tackles philosophical problems, especially issues regarding philosophy of mind and epistemology, the paper’s aim is not to solve these problems, but its aim is to offer a new approach that will shed light on some of these problems.

This is not a pure computer science paper, because it does not offer any rigorous mathematical methodology or formulas to be applied in the design of virtual worlds or artificial consciousness. However, it presents conceptual frameworks and methods that can be used to take current research regarding artificial consciousness and virtual reality (henceforth VR) a step further.

This is not an orthodox cognitive science paper, because it does not use certain tools used in cognitive science to study the human mind or to develop or analyze theories about the human mind. It can be considered a cognitive science paper in respect of the relevant knowledge it derives from cognitive science to build a new perspective on artificial consciousness² and artificial life.

The article is about a unifying perspective on AI³ and artificial consciousness. It presents various ideas and methods in cognitive science, linguistics and computer science in order to speculate how consciousness might arise from virtual environments such as computer games. Ideally, this paper can be described as a type of research proposal in human computer interaction⁴ that focuses on the emergence of artificial consciousness.

Globally, artificial consciousness is a very sensitive issue and it becomes even more sensitive within philosophy of mind and computer science. This is mainly due to the problematic nature of consciousness in general, and the limitations of computability in particular. In this paper I will not address issues such as The Hard Problem or anything related to the phenomenal aspect of consciousness.⁵ The only exception from this rule are indirect references to the basic notion of subjective experiences.⁶ Instead I will focus on the human bias towards on the possibility of artificial consciousness and the possibilities of attaining artificial consciousness through VR.⁷

II. Virtual Environments

First, I want to explain some assumptions I make before presenting the idea that virtual environments serve as a necessary condition for the rise of artificial consciousness and how together with several other conditions may be sufficient for artificial consciousness to emerge.⁸

The first assumption I make is that the performance of today’s hardware technologies⁹ are insufficiently complex to serve a sufficiently complex transmission of information.¹⁰ This is a crucial
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issue if we also accept that information processing underlies the nature and complexity of a conscious agent.

How can VR eliminate such material and technological limitations? In order to answer this question we must look at what VR consists of. Even though any VR platform runs on a certain type of hardware—which is itself made out of certain materials with certain physical properties—VR is not limited to the physical hardware that it supervenes upon. VR is further dependent on the software that runs on (i.e., is enabled by) the underlying hardware, because on the basis of this programmable software, we can build virtual worlds whose virtual properties do not have to be identical to the physical properties of the underlying hardware. In this way it is possible, in principle, to simulate the properties of any possible world, with the only technological limitation being that the underlying hardware is sufficiently programmable.

Through programmable software, we were able to build worlds. Let us think of computer games for example. If you have been an avid gamer since the 1980s or ‘90s, you can recall how fast the world of gaming has developed. Let us take the Grand Theft Auto series, for instance. I specifically chose Grand Theft Auto (henceforth GTA) because of its gameplay. The gameplay in GTA is described as open-world gameplay. This means there is a very low degree of limitation in respect to what your character can do when playing the game. For example, you can use your character to roam freely through the virtual world of the game. You can drive cars, motorcycles, boats, choose to start various missions assigned to you by different characters in the game etc. You can do all of this while following a well defined storyline that takes place in a virtual world.

In contrast to a robot that has a body made out of various physical materials like metal, plastic and silicon boards, a virtual agent’s body is defined by the computations on a silicon chipboard. Therefore, the properties of the virtual agent’s body can be manipulated in different ways in order to achieve greater performance. For example, increasing or decreasing the density of virtual nerve cells on a virtual skin in order for the virtual agent to receive more or less information from the virtual environment.

Let us take iCub, for instance. iCub is a humanoid robot that has been designed using theories from embodied cognition. iCub has been developed to aid research in cognitive science because it permits scientists to test various hypotheses about cognition. Hypotheses about language acquisition, for instance, have been successfully tested by research teams that used iCub in their experiments. However, even though iCub might arbitrarily be the most advanced humanoid robot up to date it fails to interact convincingly with the environment it is put in for us to consider it as intelligent as a human child. Not to mention having a consciousness, which is even more problematic.

The software engine behind iCub captures information from the physical environment and digitizes it in order for the tiny robot to process the information. The software that translates information is highly dependent on the physical architecture of the robot. The physical architecture of iCub is very robust and simplistic compared to the organic architecture of a human. The ongoing physical processes that iCub’s body suffers are extremely scarce if we are to compare it to all the ongoing processes in the human body. Where are all the chemical reactions? Why does the iCub’s processor
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not release equivalent information to the way the brain does when releasing dopamine? Why does the colour of iCub’s artificial cheeks not change in correlation to some physical change in the transmission of electric signals equivalent to blood flow in a human counterpart. So on and so forth.

These complex processes that I mentioned in the paragraph above are not only to be implemented only for a human to believe the robot is genuinely experiencing something, but they should be present as functions. When I say functions, I refer to the functional role of these processes within an artificial or virtual organism. That is, their role should not be reduced to one of signal transmission from social agent A to social agent B. Why is that so? Because if it is only reduced to transmission of signals to be interpreted in a social environment, then the phenomenon itself can be further reduced to language simulation. Language simulation is not enough. We know this from current ongoing research. However, some principles behind it are relevant. I will explain relevance of these principles in the following part of the paper.

III. Computational Modeling

What is computational modeling? Well, as the name suggests, it is a type of modeling used to represent something. Firstly, it models a phenomenon or a system. In the second place, it models something using computations. Usually, a computational model is a representation of a physical phenomenon/systems. Hence, I need to make the distinction between the physical and the computational instantiation of a given phenomenon or system.

In science, modeling is used to observe and study phenomena/systems in a controlled environment. In the early stages of empirical science (more often in experimental physics than other empirical sciences), modeling was done using physical models. A physical model is a reproduction of observable phenomena/systems at a scale that can be controlled and manipulated. Having control over the phenomena/systems using a model means that the researcher or scientists can manipulate various parameters.

Using computational models to study complex phenomena or complex systems makes modeling simpler and much more efficient. Running simulations on a computer means that less resources are needed for building the model, and less time is needed for playing with the parameters and getting the results. In other words computational modeling is cheaper, faster and better than classical modeling. But what does computational modeling have to do with Artificial Consciousness? Or what is the reason I decided to talk about computational modeling in the first place?

Well, if artificial consciousness can arise from virtual or simulated environments, one must provide the necessary tools to study artificial consciousness within these environments. Given the fact that these environments are virtual and simulated, it is reasonable to assume that computational modeling is the best way to study phenomena/systems within these environments. That is because computational modeling is a simulated virtual environment in itself. Our future aim is to create extremely complex systems that would enable Artificial Consciousness to emerge. Classical modeling in this case would require resources that current technological development cannot provide yet. Not to mention the costs of materials and work that would need to be done to model such environments on a physical level and control them.

Let us take a particular example of using computer simulation to study a given system or phenomenon. In linguistics, or evolutionary linguistics to be more precise, computer simulations are being used to study the evolution of language in a simulated space and time. In order to simulate language, researchers in computational linguistics define virtual agents that communicate with each
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other using a predefined language structure. Parameters are also defined in order to create some sort of environment in which the agents interact in a certain way using language. This method is probably derived from the idea of cellular automata. Conway’s Game of Life is a good exemplification of this process.\(^7\)

A cellular automaton is basically a two-dimensional grid of cells that change states. Each cell interacts with its eight neighbours. This interaction is defined by a set of rules. This set of rules can be a minimalistic one, or a very complex one. An example of a minimalist set of rules is the one in the Game of Life. The Game of Life has four rules:

1. Any living cell with fewer than two live neighbours dies - the under-population rule.
2. Any living cell with two or three live neighbours lives on to the next generation.
3. Any living cell with more than three live neighbours dies - the over-population rule.
4. Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbours becomes a live cell - the reproduction rule.

Being simultaneously applied to every cell on the two-dimensional grid, these four rules determine an initial pattern that is called the “seed” of the system, which gives rise to the first generation of cells. After several generations, more patterns emerge, suffering changes in complexity. This phenomenon occurs without bringing any change to the initial rules.

The major conceptual difference between the cellular automata in the Game of Life and current language simulators is the concept of language itself. The agents in these simulations communicate meaning. Not complex meanings, but very basic ones—so basic that they are reduced to different binary combinations of 1s and 0s within matrices. As I mentioned in the previous part of the paper, language simulation is not enough.

In a more recent study\(^1^8\) done by Hoey, Schröder and Albothali, they have managed to simulate a way in which artificial agents interact taking into account emotions. However, the emotions in this study are not themselves simulated. The basis of their findings relies on how agents behave linguistically when they take into account certain biases about emotions. This model is called the Bayes Act. On one hand, the Bayes Act has proven to be a very useful “plug-in” tool for artificial intelligent systems when interacting with humans. This can be considered a huge leap in human-computer interaction. On the other hand, the model itself is still just a shortcut towards attaining a limited linguistic behaviour. An argument against this type of approach is that this is a simulation of behaviour given biases of subjective experiences that lacks the simulation of subjective experiences themselves. If we want a system to be considered conscious, then it would be reasonable to include the simulation of conscious experiences as well.

Another reason why language simulation is not enough is due to the fact that in order to simulate language using computational modeling, one does not need to define complex meanings and interactions and environments. This entails that there is a huge gap in the degree of complexity between environments in which consciousness arises. Such as the difference between the current world we live in and environments created by computational linguists. In other words, these artificial environments lack complexity. The same reason can be applied not only to the environments themselves, but to the agents within those environments. They simply are not complex enough.

Why is it not enough? From a psychological perspective on bias, they are not complex enough for a human individual to believe that consciousness is present. In order for a system/agent to be considered conscious by a human, it must meet certain requirements. If these requirements are met, then it is reasonable for a human to assume that the system is conscious. We will see what these requirements are in the next part of the paper.
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IV. Determining Artificial Consciousness

I believe that the most important aspect in determining consciousness is determining the degree of social interaction. If one manages to achieve a virtual simulation of social interaction, then it means one has managed to simulate consciousness. Assigning consciousness is therefore dependent on some sort of activity of agents in social interactions.19

The dependency of consciousness on social interaction is primarily due to the fact that consciousness is assigned by social agents to other social agents. Similar to properties relating to ethical behaviour such as being a good or a bad person, one can be a person with or without consciousness. In the case of consciousness, it is the complexity of behaviour that determines one agent to assign consciousness to another, and not the type of behaviour as in the case of ethical properties.

One might even postulate a formalization of requirements to be met in order to be considered conscious. However, this is a trickier task than one might initially think. It is difficult to assess all the behavioural and physiological cues in order to check the requirements of an agent to be considered conscious. Such cues include, but are definitely not limited to: sensory motor coordination of the agent when interacting with the environment (body movement when walking, talking etc.), linguistic behaviour (words used, syntax, phrasing, pronunciation etc.), somatic responses (sweating, shuddering, crying, vomiting etc.). These types of cues are usually assessed by agents when assigning consciousness to other agents whether they are aware of the process or not, going beyond basic linguistic behaviour.

The fact that some agents are unaware of this process may be argued through the cognitive evolution framework. The human brain has developed in such a way as to not use too much processing power for this particular task. Thousands of years of genetic development have resulted in this algorithmic efficiency.20 Therefore, today we have become unaware of this sub-process.

It is reasonable then to say that there is a strong prior bias against assigning consciousness to artificial social agents such as robots. In other words, we do not find it “natural” for robots to have consciousness because they have not emerged similarly to organisms like us, humans.21

This is why I tend to believe that one way of solving the problem of artificial consciousness is by addressing to this human bias instead of focusing on the development of materials, hardware, or even software in order to create the ultimate conscious robot. The argument that I bring is the following: even if we reach the limit of technological development, this bias may still remain. Therefore, a robot can exhaustively exhibit all possible behavioural and physiological human traits, but will not be assigned consciousness due to the fact that it is simply just an artificial social agent, and not a “real,” organic, human, social agent.

There are two main procedures I suggest to be applied in order to eliminate this bias towards artificial social agents. The first procedure is to develop complex artificial agents, which manage to exhibit a behaviour that is highly similar to humans’ behaviour. Second, is to make humans interact with the artificial agents in a way in which they will be determined by the complexity of the robots’ behaviour to not discriminate between robots and other humans.

These procedures do not offer an absolute solution to the artificial consciousness problem. However, they offer a sufficient condition for humans to assign artificial consciousness to robots. Of course, this does not mean that all humans will start assigning consciousness. Some humans might just


have too strong biases against artificial consciousness and will never agree that what they believe to be an artificial agent will ever be conscious.

An interesting phenomenon might arise from these strong biases. Humans with these types of biases might confront themselves with uncertainty. Which can be explained through the following line of reasoning: if these humans are to be tricked into thinking the artificial social agent is human, they can just as well be tricked that the human social agent is a robot. That is because all the data that they can empirically verify is the behaviour. Therefore, these humans will never know if they are interacting with a robot or with a human. This might result in some sort of paranoid/discriminative human agents that will constantly try to test for consciousness in every social agent they interact with.

V. Attaining Complexity and Changing Bias through VR

For the majority of human agents, super strong biases are not an issue that blocks the assignment of artificial consciousness. However, the bias against assigning artificial consciousness still remains. So, what is the best method to attain complexity and to eliminate this bias? The answer we are looking for might come from a technology that is already available to us. The reason I talked about virtual environments in the beginning of the paper was to create a framework for introducing VR tools/hardware in this last part.

When I discuss VR tools I mainly refer to instruments such as the Oculus Rift, Data Gloves, 3D Stereoscopes etc. These tools enable a given human individual to immerse into a virtual environment (mostly computer generated game worlds) by establishing sensory data bridges between the virtual environment and the human body. This technology has already been extremely successful in treating patients with sensory motor difficulties, for example. This entails the fact that the human mind/brain and physiology is highly responsive to virtual information. Or maybe just as responsive as it is to non-virtual information. For example skin tone bias in VR is consistent with skin tone bias in real life.

If the physiology and behaviour of the human body is responsive to information conveyed by a computer simulation, then it is reasonable to assume that in principle we can get a multitude of responses using this method. Responses such as the ones when humans interact with other humans in a social environment. Some of these responses are triggered by certain types of information like cues from other social agents. We briefly talked about the limitations of iCub to convey functional physiological cues (blushing, crying etc.) that are very similar to a human’s, which is due to material limitations.

A virtual iCub would not face these limitations. In principle, a virtual iCub can be built in such a way as to convey all the necessary informational cues in order for it to interact with humans in a sufficiently complex way as to trigger emotions. Ideally, this relationship between human and artificial agent would be a two way channel for information transmission. This means that the virtual iCub would also be influenced by a type of virtual avatar of the human, which mirrors all of the human’s physiological responses and behaviour. Therefore, human and artificial agent will be able to exchange information through a solid channel.

The ideal way for such an interaction to take place would be a computer game based platform. One of the reasons behind this is that humans tend to emotionally engage in this sort of activity, which might considerably increase the bias towards assigning the virtual iCub conscious experience, thus eliminating the bias against assigning consciousness to artificial agents. A game world would offer both agents various types of activities to engage in freely. The greater and more complex the game world, the greater and more complex the interaction between artificial and human agent, which means that a change in bias is more rapid.
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Finally, we can say that there have to be two main variables for complexity. The first one is the potential physiological and behavioural complexity of virtual agents. And the second one is the complexity of the virtual environment in which the interaction takes place.

VI. Conclusion

Given the ideas presented in this paper together with the fact that emotional responses and biases in humans have been consistently studied in cognitive science, my proposal is to research how to methodically achieve a change in bias towards accepting consciousness in machines by getting repeated instantiations of certain types of somatic and sociologic responses in humans. In this way, humans will anthropomorphize virtual agents such as a virtual iCub. Hence, they will assign consciousness to the virtual agent. In other words, get strong correlations of emotional responses from humans when they interact as virtual agents with their artificial counterparts. This entails the fact that the responses are determined by a certain belief system which resulted from repeated exposure to a certain type of data extracted from virtual artificial agents. In conclusion, due to the social nature of consciousness, it is more reasonable to obtain artificial consciousness in the near future by working on human psychology rather than by just focusing on the construction of complex hardware systems.

The applications that follow from this type of study are numerous. They may range from game design and virtual or semi-virtual web platforms to cognitive-behavioural treatment of patients. These applications point towards a change in the paradigm in which modern societies work. Here, ethical implications of cyber-enhancements, A.I. and VR are huge. However, care must be taken in the implementation of A.I. as pointed out by numerous researchers and specialists.²³
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